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I. Introduction 
Let G be a finite abelian group of order n and exponent m (i.e. the 
l.c.m. of the orders of the elements of G is m), and let K be a field con-
taining the m-th roots of unity, whose characteristic does not divide n. 
Further, let V be a set of n elements of a field extension of K, which are 
algebraically independent with respect to K. 
We establish a one to one correspondence between G and V, and denote 
the image in V of each element g of G by vg. Now, we can represent G 
as a permutation group on the set V by using the elements of G as 
operators, putting 
(l) 
In this paper we shall prove that, if KG is the field of the invariants 
under Gin K(V), then KG is also a purely transcendental field extension 
of K. 
MASUDA [l] has already proved this result for cyclic G. It is possible 
to obtain the more general result by the use of a method developed in 
the first author's dissertation [2]. In this paper, however, we give a more 
direct proof only based on a generalisation of Masuda's method, while 
use is made of so called Hasse factor sets. We remark that Masuda 
uses his result to prove a stronger one, viz. without the condition that K 
should contain the m-th roots of unity, but only for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
For an extension of this result see [3]. 
2. The characters on G 
Let X be the group of the characters on G. Since K contains the mAh 
roots of unity and the characteristic of K does not divide n, we may 
suppose the values of the characters on G to be elements of K. As G is 
abelian, it is the direct product of cyclic subgroups: 
(2) G=C1xCzx ... xCr. 
Let ni be the order of ci and let Ci be a generating element of Ci, then 
any element g E G can be written as 
(3) 
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Further, let Ci denote a primitive ni-th root of unity (i =I, ... , r) and 
let Yi be the character on G with 
(4) Yi(ci)=Ci and Yi(Cj)=I when j=!=i. 
Then, any character x E X can be written as 
(5) 
Now, we have an isomorphism of G onto X by mapping Ci onto Yi 
( i = I, ... , r). When X is the image of g in this isomorphism and h is an 
arbitrary element of G, then we denote x(h) by go h. 
We have 
(6) go h=h o g for any g, hE G. 
For, if g=C1011 ... Cr01r and h=cl1 ... clr, then 
g 0 h =yl011 ... Yr01r (ell ... clr) = CI"'l pl ... Cr01rPr = 
= y1P1 ... YrPr(cl"l ... Cr"'r) =hog. 
Further, denoting by e the unit element of G, we have 
(7) goe=I for any g EG, 
(8) L go h=n or 0 according as h=e or h=!=e (hE G), 
gEG 
(9) gohk=goh·gok for any g,h,kEG, 
and, finally, if F=01x02x ... xOn (I<:r1<r), then 
f o g = I for any f E F when g E F* =On +1 x ... x Or 
and 
(IO) L f o g=n1 ... nr1 if either g=e or g E F* 
eF 
whereas 
L fog=O if gEF but g=/=e. 
teF 
3. A set of invariants under G in K( V) 
We define for each g E G 
(II) I Ug =- L go h-l vh. 
n hEG 
Then the set U of all these elements Ug is wholly contained in K( V). 
From (I) it follows by (6), (8) and (9), for any f E G 
I I !fog•Ug=- L L fog·goh-lvh=- L vh L gojh-l=vf. 
oEG n oEG heG n heG gEG 
(I2) 
Hence, the sets U and V are algebraically equivalent with respect to K. 
This implies that all the elements Ug are different, that the set U is also 
alga braically irreducible with respect to K and that K ( U) = K ( V). 
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Using a similar notation as in (1), we have for any g, hE G 
1 
ugh = _ 2 g 0 z-1 vlh = 
n lEG 
1 
=go h . - 2 go h-1 . go z-1 vlh = 
n lEG 
(13) 1 
= go h . - 2 go (Zh)-1 vlh = 
n lEG 
1 
= g o h- . 2 g o z-1 vl = 
n lEG 
=go h · Ug. 
We now define a set W of elements 
(14) UgUh Wg,h = -- (g, hE G). Ugh 
Then we have, again using the same notation as in (1), for any f, g, h E G 
(15) vi h = u~ u~ = g o f · Ug · h o f uh = Ug · uh = Wg h 
u. I h I ' ' Ug,h g o · Ugh Ugh 
by (6), (9) and (13). Hence, the elements of the set Ware invariant under 
G in K(V) and, therefore, belong to Ka. 
From (14) it follows, further, 
(16) Wg,h = wh,g for any g, hE G, 
(17) w~g h Wf h -"-' = -' for any f, g, h E G, Wjh,g Wj,g 
(18) We,g = Wg,e = We,e = Ue for any g E G. 
On the other hand, it follows from the algebraic irreducibility of the set 
U with respect to K that w1,g =1= wh,l in any other case than those given 
in (16) and (18) except when f=h and g=l. 
4. The pure transcendency of K( W) 
Lemma 1. If 
(19) 
and 
(20) 
Wt= {wg,h : g E Ot, hE Ot} (i= 1, ... , r) 
Wt*={wg,h:g=Ct, hEOt} (i=1, ... ,r) 
then the elements of Wt can be expressed in those of Wt* and hence K( Wt) = 
=K(Wt*). 
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Proof. Let g=Ct"' and h=ctf3 (O.;;;cx<nt, 0.;;;{3<nt). Then, if either 
cx=O or {3=0, Wg,n=We,e=Wc,,e E Wt*· Further, if either cx=1 or {3=1, 
then also Wg,n=Wn,g E Wt*· Therefore, we may suppose ex> 1 and {3> I. 
Now 
Wci,ci"' · · · Wci,ci"'+f3-1 
Wci,ci ... Wc,,cl-1 
(uc.)f3uc."' ... Uc."'+/3-1 Uc,.2 ... Uc,.f3 
• • • 
Hence wg,h E K(Wt*). 
This implies K(Wt*) :::> K(Wt). 
But evidently K(Wi) :::> K(Wi*), whence the result. 
Lemma 2. If 
(21) Wi={wg,h :gE01x02x ... xOt,hE01x02 ... xOt} (i=1, ... ,r) 
and 
(22) ~ W1* = W1*, Wt* = ? = Wt* u Wt-1* u {wg,h: g E01 x02 x ... xOt-1, h E0t} (i=2, ... , r) 
then Wt* contains n1 · n2 ... nt different elements and the elements of Wt can 
be expressed in those of Wt* which implies that K(Wt)=K(Wt*) (i= 1, ... , r). 
Proof. (By induction) 
a) The assertion is true for i = 1 by lemma I. 
b) Suppose the assertion to be true for i = j- 1 (j;;;;. 2). 
Since Wj* only contains elements Wg,h with g E Oj and h E oj, and Wj-1 * 
only contains elements Wg,h with g E 01 x ... x Oi-1 and h E 01 x ... x Oi-l> 
the sets WJ*, W1-1* and {wg,h : g E 01 x ... x Oj-1, hE Oi} have no elements 
in common except those of the form Wg,e=We,e or We,n=We,e· 
Hence W1* contains 
different elements. 
Now, let g=g'g" and h=h'h" with g', h' E 01 x ... x Oi-1 and g", h" E OJ. 
Then, by (17) 
Wg'g" ,h'h" 
Wg'g",g"-1 
and so 
Wg'g"g"-1,h'h" or Wg, h 
Wg'g"h'h",g"-1 Wg,g"-1 
Wg',h Wg,g"-1 Wg,h = 
Wgh,g"-1 
Wg',h 
Wgh,g"-1' 
That means that any element of W1 can be expressed in elements Wg,h 
of wj with either g E 01 X ... X Oj-1 or h E Oj. 
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We prove that all these elements can be expressed in elements of W1*· 
First, if g E 0 1 x ... x 01-1 and h = h'h" with h' E 01 x ... x 01-1 and 
h" e01, then, by (16) and (17) 
or 
Wg,h'h" = Wg,h' 
Wn",h'g Wn",h' 
Wg,h' Wgh',h" Wg' h = _..:.;:____;;_-'---
Wn',h" 
Hence, any element Wg,h with g E 01 X ••• X Oj-1 and h E 01 X ••. X oj 
can be expressed in elements Wg,h with g E 01 X ... X Oj-1 and h E oj 
which, by definition, already belong to W1* and elements Wg,h with 
g E 01 x ... x 01-1 and h E 01 x ... x 01-1 which, by the induction hypo-
thesis, can be expressed in elements of W1-1 * i.e. in elements of W1* 
since W1-1* C W1*· 
Secondly, if g=g'g" with g' E 01 x ... x 01-1 and g" E 01 and hE OJ, 
then, again by (16) and (17) 
Wg'g", h Wg", h Wg', kg" Wg", h 
--=--..:........:'-- = -- or Wg,,. = ~...:......:'----=--'-
w,.g", g' Wg", g' Wg', g" 
That means, that any element wg,h with g E 01 x ... x 01 and h E 01 can 
be expressed in elements Wg,h with g E 01 X ... X Oj-1 and h E oj which, 
by definition, already belong to W1* and elements Wg,h with g E 01 and 
hE 01 i.e. in elements of Wj, which, by lemma 1, can be expressed in 
elements of W1* and therefore also in elements of W1* since W1* C W1. 
It follows that any element of W1 can be expressed in elements of 
W1*, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3. W contains a subset W*= Wr* of n=n1 ... nr elements 
such that K(W)=K(W*). 
Proof. Follows from lemma 2 for i=r. 
Lemma 4. a) Any element Ug of U is algebraic with respect to K(W) 
with degree at most equal to the order of g in G. 
b) K ( W) = K ( W*) is purely transcendental with respect to K. 
Proof. The second part of the lemma follows immediately from the 
first part since U is algebraically irreducible with respect to K and contains 
the same number of elements as W*. 
The first part is evident, since, by (14), if ex is the order of g in G: 
(23) ( )
<><+1 UgUgUgUg2 . . . UgUg<>< Ug ( ) Wg,g Wg,g2 ... Wg,g<>< = = --- = Ug "'. Ug2Ug3 ... Ug<><+l Ug<><+l 
5. K(W)=Ka 
We define 
(24) 
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Lemma 5. K(W)(U1 u Uz u ... u Ur)=K(U)=K(V). 
Proof. Let g be an arbitrary element of G and put g=g1g2 ... g1 
with g.g E C.g (i= 1, ... , r). Then, by (14), 
Hence any element Ug of U can be expressed in elements of U 1 U U 2 U ... U Ur 
and elements of W, whence the result. 
Lemma 6. K(W)(Ui) =K(W)(uc.) (i =I, ... , r) . 
• 
Proof. Let g be an arbitrary element of C.g. We write g=Ct"' 
If .x=O, then Ug=Ue=We,e E K(W)(uc.) 
• 
If <X= I, then Ug=Uc. E K(W)(uc.) 
• • 
If .x> 1, then, by (14), 
Uc. Uc.IX-1 
U - •• g-
Wci,citx-1 
(uc.)2 Uc."'-2 
• • 
(uci)"' 
and hence Ug E K(W)(uci). 
This implies K(W)(U.g) C K(W)(uc.), whence the result . 
• 
Lemma 7. [K(U) : K(W)] .;;;;;n. 
Proof. By lemma 4 the degree of Uc. with respect to K(W) is at most 
• 
equal to n.g (i=1, ... , r). Hence [K(W)(Ui): K(W)]<ni (i=I, ... , r) by 
lemma 6. From this the desired result immediately follows by lemma 5 
since n = n1nz ... nr. 
Theorem. KG is purely transcendental with respect to K. 
Proof. As KG is the fixed field in K(V) under G and the order of G 
is n, we have [K(V) : KG]=n. 
From this it follows that [ K ( V) : K ( W)] ;;;. n since KG 'J K ( W). Hence 
[.K(V) : K(W)]=n by lemma 7. 
Therefore .KG= .K ( W*) and so the theorem follows by lemma 4. 
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